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Abstract 
In this paper, we introduce the concepts of   and    approximations via general 
ordered topological approximation spaces. Also, increasing (decreasing)  ,   boundary, 
positive and negative regions are given in general ordered topological approximation 
spaces (GOTAS, for short). Some important properties of them were investigated. From 
this study, we can say that studying any properties of rough set concepts via GOTAS is a 
generalization of Pawlak approximation spaces and general approximation spaces. 
 
1. Introduction 
Rough set theory was first proposed by Pawlak for dealing with vagueness and 
granuality in information systems. Various generalizations of Pawlaks rough set have 
been made by replacing equivalence relations with kinds of binary relations and many 
results about generalized rough set with universe being finite were obtained [4, 
13,14,15,16,17,18]. An interesting and natural research topic in rough set theory is 
studing it via topology [5,12]. Neighborhood systems was first applied in generalizing 
rough sets in 1998 by T. Y. Lin as a generalization of topological connections with rough 
sets. Lin also introduced the concept of granular computing as a form of topological 
generalizations [36,37,38,39]. In this paper we give the concept of  ,   via topological 
ordered spaces and studied their properties which may be viewed as  a generalization of 
previous studies in general approximation spaces, as if we take the partially ordered 
relation as an equal relation we obtain the concepts in general approximation spaces[2]. 
 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section, we give an account for the basic definitions and preliminaries to be 
used in the paper. 
Definition 2.1[10]. A subset A  of ,U  where U,  is a partially ordered set is said to be 
increasing (resp. decreasing) if for all a  A and Ux  such that ax (resp. xa) imply 
x  A . 
Definition 2.2[10]. A triple U,,  is said to be a topological ordered space, where 
U,  is a topological apace and   is a partially order relation on U . 
Definition 2.3[11]. Information system is a pair U,A,  where U  is a non-empty finite 
set of objects and A  is a non-empty finite set of attributes. 
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Definition 2.4[4]. A non-empty set U  equipped with a general relation R  which generate 
a topology R  on U  and a partially order relation   written as ),,(  RU  is said to be 
general ordered topological approximation sapce (for short, GOTAS). 
Definition 2.5[3]. Let ),,(  RU  be a GOTAS and UA . We define: 
(1) 
Inc
Inc AAR
)( , 
IncA  is the greatest increasing open subset of .A  
(2)
Dec
Dec AAR
)( , 
DecA  is the greatest decreasing open subset of .A  
(3)
IncInc
AAR )( , 
Inc
A is the smallest increasing closed superset of .A  
(4)
DecDec
AAR )( , 
Dec
A  is the smallest decreasing closed superset of 
.A 
(5)
))((
))((
ARcard
ARcard
Inc
IncInc  (resp. 
))((
))((
ARcard
ARcard
Dec
DecDec  ) and Inc ) resp. Dec )  
is R  increasing (resp. decreasing) accuracy. 
Definition 2.6[4]. Let   ,, RU  be a GOTAS and UA . We define: 
(1) ))(( )( ARRAAS Inc
Inc
Inc  , )(AS Inc  is called R increasing semi lower. 
(2) ))(()(S ARRAA
Inc
Inc
Inc
 , )(S A
Inc
 is called R  increasing semi upper. 
(3) ))((R )( ARAAS Dec
Dec
Dec  , )(ASDec  is called R decreasing semi lower. 
(4) ))(()(S ARRAA
Dec
Dec
Dec
 , )(S A
Dec
 is called R decreasing semi upper. 
A  is R  increasing (resp. decreasing) semi exact if )()( ASAS
Inc
Inc  (resp. 
)()( ASAS
Dec
Dec  ), otherwise A  is R  increasing (resp. decreasing) semi rough. 
 
 Proposition 2.7[1]. Let   ,, RU  be a GOTAS and UA . Then: 
1- ))()()(()()()( ASAARASAAR DecDecDecIncIncInc   . 
2- ))()()(()()()( ARAASARAAS
DecDecDecIncIncInc
  . 
 
3. New approximations and their properties 
In this section, we introduce some definitions and propositions about near 
approximations, near boundary regions via GOTAS which are essential for a present 
study. 
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Definition 3.1. Let   ,, RU  be a GOTAS and UA . We define: 
(1) ))](R())((R[ )( ARARAA
Inc
IncInc
Inc
Inc
 , )(A
Inc
  is called R increasing  
lower. 
(2) ))](R())((R[ )( ARARAA
Inc
IncInc
IncInc
 , )(A
Inc
  is called R increasing 
 upper. 
(3) ))](())(([ )( ARRARRAA
Dec
DecDec
Dec
Dec
 , )(A
Dec
  is called 
R decreasing  lower. 
(4) ))](())(([ )( ARRARRAA
Dec
DecDec
DecDec
 , )(A
Dec
  is called 
R decreasing  upper. 
A  is R increasing (resp. R decreasing)  exact if )()( AA
Dec
Inc
  (resp. 
)()( AA
Dec
Dec
  ) otherwise A  is R increasing (resp. R decreasing)   rough.  
 
Proposition 3.2. Let   ,, RU  be a GOTAS and UBA , . Then 
 (1) )()( BABA
IncInc
   ) )()( BABA
DecDec
  (. 
(2) )()()( BABA
IncIncInc
   ( ))()()( BABA
DecDecDec
  . 
(3) )()()( BABA
IncIncInc
   ( ))()()( BABA
DecDecDec
  . 
Proof.   
(1) Omitted. 
(2) )))](()(([)()( BARRBARRBABA
Inc
IncInc
IncInc
  
)))]()(())()(([)( BRARRBRARRBA
IncInc
IncIncInc
Inc
  
)))]()(())()(([)( BRRARRBRRARRBA
Inc
Inc
Inc
IncInc
Inc
Inc
Inc

)](()(([)](()(([ BRRBRRBARRARRA
Inc
IncInc
IncInc
IncInc
Inc

)()( BA
IncInc
  . 
(3) )))](()(([)()( BARRBARRBABA
Inc
IncInc
IncInc
  
)))]()(())()(([)( BRARRBRARRBA
IncInc
IncIncInc
Inc
  
))](())(())(())(([)( BRRARRBRRARRBA
Inc
Inc
Inc
IncInc
Inc
Inc
Inc

))](()(([))](())(([ BRRBRRBARRARRA
Inc
IncInc
IncInc
IncInc
Inc

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)()( BA
IncInc
  . 
One can prove the case between parentheses.  
 
Proposition 3.3. Let   ,, RU  be a GOTAS and UBA , . Then 
(1) )()( BABA
IncInc
   ) )()( BABA
DecDec
  (. 
(2) )()()( BABA
IncIncInc
   ( )()()( BABA
DecDecDec
  ). 
(3) )()()( BABA
IncIncInc
  ( )()()( BABA
DecDecDec
  ). 
Proof.  
(1) Easy. 
(2) )))](()(([)()( BARRBARRBABA
Inc
IncInc
Inc
Inc
  
)))]()(())()(([)( BRARRBRARRBA
IncInc
IncIncInc
Inc
  
)))]()(())()(([)( BRRARRBRRARRBA
Inc
Inc
Inc
IncInc
Inc
Inc
Inc

))](()(([)](()(([ BRRBRRBARRARRA
Inc
IncInc
IncInc
IncInc
Inc

)()( BA
IncInc
  . 
(3) )))](()(([)()( BARRBARRBABA
Inc
IncInc
Inc
Inc
  
)))]()(())()(([)( BRARRBRARRBA
IncInc
IncIncInc
Inc
  
)))]())(())())(([)( BRRARRBRRARRBA
Inc
Inc
Inc
IncInc
Inc
Inc
Inc

))](()(([))](()(([ BRRBRRBARRARRA
Inc
IncInc
IncInc
IncInc
Inc

)()( BA
IncInc
  . 
One can prove the case between parentheses. 
 
Proposition 3.4. Let   ,, RU  be a GOTAS and UBA , . If A  is R increasing (resp. 
decreasing) exact then A  is R increasing (resp. decreasing)   exact. 
Proof. 
Let A  be R increasing exact. Then )()( ARAR Inc
Inc
 , thus )()( ARA
IncInc
  and 
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)()( ARA IncInc  . Therefore )()( AA Inc
Inc
  . 
One can prove the case between parentheses. 
 
R increasing (resp. decreasing) exact                              R increasing (resp. decreasing)   
exact 
 
Proposition 3.5. Let   ,, RU  be a GOTAS and UA . Then 
))()(()()( AARAAR
DecDecIncInc
  . 
Proof.  Since AAR Inc )(  and ))((R)( ARAR Inc
Inc
Inc  , then 
))(R())((R)( ARARAR
Inc
IncInc
Inc
Inc  . Therefore 
))](R())((R[ )( ARARAAR
Inc
IncInc
Inc
Inc  . Thus )()( AAR IncInc  . 
One can prove the case between parentheses. 
 
Proposition 3.6. Let   ,, RU  be a GOTAS and UA . Then 
))(R)(()(R)( AAAA
DecDecIncInc
  . 
Proof. Since )(R AA
Inc
  and )(R)( AAAR
Inc
Inc  , then 
)(R))((R AAAR
Inc
Inc
Inc
 . Thus )(R))(R())((R AARAR
IncInc
IncInc
Inc
 . 
Therefore )(R))(R())((R AARARA
IncInc
IncInc
Inc
 . Hence )()( ARA
IncInc
 . 
 
Proposition 3.7. Let   ,, RU  be a GOTAS and UA . Then 
))()(()()( AAPAAP
DecDecIncInc
  . 
Proof. Let ))(R( )( ARAAPx
Inc
IncInc  . Then  Ax  and ))(R( AR
Inc
Inc . 
Therefore  Ax  and [  ))((R ARx Inc
Inc
))(R( ARx
Inc
Inc ]. Thus 
 Ax  ))((R[ AR Inc
Inc
))(R( AR
Inc
Inc ] )(AInc . Hence )()( AAP IncInc  . 
 
One can prove the case between parentheses. 
 
Proposition 3.8. Let   ,, RU  be a GOTAS and UA . Then 
))()(()()( AASAAS
DecDecIncInc
  . 
Proof. Let ))((R )( ARAASx Inc
Inc
Inc  . Then  Ax  and ))((R AR Inc
Inc
. 
Therefore  Ax  and [ ))((R ARx Inc
Inc
  or ))(R( ARx
Inc
Inc ]. Thus 
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 Ax  ))((R[ AR Inc
Inc
))(R( AR
Inc
Inc ] )(AInc . Hence )()( AAS IncInc  . 
 
One can prove the case between parentheses. 
 
Proposition 3.9. Let   ,, RU  be a GOTAS and UA . Then 
))()(()()( AAPAAP
DecDecIncInc
  . 
Proof. Let )(P Ax
Inc
 = ))((R ARA Inc
Inc
 . Then 
 Ax  and ))((R AR Inc
Inc
. Therefore  Ax  ))((R[ AR Inc
Inc
))(R( AR
Inc
Inc ]. Thus 
)()( AAP
IncInc
 . 
 
Proposition 3.10. Let   ,, RU  be a GOTAS and UA . Then 
))()(()()( APAAPA
DecDecIncInc
  . 
Proof. Omitted. 
 
Definition 3.11. Let   ,, RU  be a GOTAS and UA . We define: 
(1) )))(R((R )( ARAA
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
 , )(A
Inc
  is called R increasing   lower.  
(2) ))((R( )( ARRAA Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
 , )(A
Inc
  is called R increasing   upper.  
(3) )))(R((R )( ARAA
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
 , )(A
Dec
  is called R decreasing   
lower.  
(4) ))((R( )( ARRAA Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
 , )(A
Dec
  is called R decreasing   upper.  
 
A  is R increasing (decreasing)   exact if )()( AA
Inc
Inc
  (resp. 
)()( AA
Dec
Dec
  ), otherwise A  is R increasing (decreasing)   rough.  
 
Proposition 3.12. Let   ,, RU  be a GOTAS and UBA , . Then 
 (1) )()( BABA
IncInc
   ) )()( BABA
DecDec
  (. 
(2) )()()( BABA
IncIncInc
   ( ))()()( BABA
DecDecDec
  . 
(3) )()()( BABA
IncIncInc
   ( ))()()( BABA
DecDecDec
  . 
Proof.   
(1) Omitted. 
(2) )))((()()( BARRRBABA Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
  
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)))()((()( BRARRRBA IncInc
Inc
Inc   
))))(()((()( BRRARRRBA Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc 
))))((())((()( BRRRARRRBA Inc
Inc
IncInc
Inc
Inc 
)))((()))((( BRRRBARRRA Inc
Inc
IncInc
Inc
Inc   
)()( BA
IncInc
  . 
(3) )))((()()( BARRRBABA Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
  
))()((()( BRARRRBA IncInc
Inc
Inc   
))(()((()( BRRARRRBA Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc 
)))((()((()( BRRRARRRBA Inc
Inc
IncInc
Inc
Inc 
))))(((())(((( BRRRBARRRA Inc
Inc
IncInc
Inc
Inc   
)()( BA
IncInc
  . 
One can prove the case between parentheses. 
 
Proposition 3.13. Let   ,, RU  be a GOTAS and UBA , . Then 
(1) )()( BABA
IncInc
   ) )()( BABA
DecDec
  (. 
(2) )()()( BABA
IncIncInc
   ( )()()( BABA
DecDecDec
  ). 
(3) )()()( BABA
IncIncInc
  ( )()()( BABA
DecDecDec
  ). 
Proof.  
(1) Easy. 
(2) )))((()()( BARRRBABA
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
  
)))()((()( BRARRRBA
IncInc
Inc
Inc

)))((()((()( BRRRARRRBA
Inc
Inc
IncInc
Inc
Inc

)))((()((( BRRRBARRRA
Inc
Inc
IncInc
Inc
Inc

)()( BA
IncInc
  . 
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(3) )))((()()( BARRRBABA
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
  
)))((()( BARRRBA
Inc
Inc
Inc
  
)))()((()( BRARRRBA
IncInc
Inc
Inc

)))((()((()( BRRRARRRBA
Inc
Inc
IncInc
Inc
Inc

)))((()((( BRRRBARRRA
Inc
Inc
IncInc
Inc
Inc

)()( BA
IncInc
  . 
One can prove the case between parentheses. 
 
Proposition 3.14. Let   ,, RU  be a GOTAS and UBA , . If A  is R increasing 
(resp. decreasing) exact then A  is  increasing (resp. decreasing) exact. 
Proof. 
Let A  be R increasing exact. Then )()( ARAR Inc
Inc
 . Therefore 
)()( ARA
IncInc
 , )()( ARA IncInc  . Thus )()( AA Inc
Inc
  . Hence A  is 
R increasing   exact. 
One can prove the case between parentheses. 
 
R increasing (resp. decreasing) exact                        R increasing (resp. decreasing)   exact 
 
Proposition 3.15. Let   ,, RU  be a GOTAS and UA . Then 
))()(()()( AARAAR
DecDecIncInc
   
Proof.  Since )(R)( AAAR
Inc
Inc   and ))(R()( ARAR
Inc
IncInc  . Then 
))(R((R))((R)( ARARAR
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc  . Therefore 
))](R((R[ )( ARAAR
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc  . Thus )()( AAR IncInc  . 
One can prove the case between parentheses. 
 
Proposition 3.16. Let   ,, RU  be a GOTAS and UA . Then 
))(R)(()(R)( AAAA
DecDecIncInc
  . 
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Proof. Since )(R AA
Inc
 and )(R)( AAR
Inc
Inc  . Then )(R))((R AAR
Inc
Inc
Inc
 . 
Thus )(R))(R()((R( AARARR
IncInc
IncInc
Inc
Inc  . Therefore 
)(R))((R( AARRA
Inc
Inc
Inc
Inc  . Hence )()( ARA
IncInc
 . 
 
Definition 3.17. Let   ,, RU  be a GOTAS and UA . Then  
(1) )()()( AjAjAB
Inc
Inc
jInc  (resp. )()()( AjAjAB Dec
Dec
jDec  ),  
is increasing (resp. decreasing) j  boundary region.  
(2) )()( AjAPos
IncjInc
 (resp. )()( AjAPos
DecjDec
 ),  
is increasing (resp. decreasing) j  positive region. 
(3) )()( AjUANeg
Dec
jInc  ( resp. )()( AjUANeg
Inc
Dec  ),  
is increasing (resp. decreasing) j  negative region. Where 
Inc
j  the near lower 
approximations s.t. },{ j . 
 
Proposition 3.18. Let   ,, RU  be a GOTAS and UBA , . Then 
(1) )()()( BNegANegBANeg IncIncInc    
( )()()( BNegANegBANeg DecDecDec   ). 
(2) )()()( BNegANegBANeg IncIncInc    
( )()()( BNegANegBANeg DecDecDec   ). 
Proof. 
(1) )]]()([)[()( BARRBARRBAUBANeg
Dec
DecDec
Dec
Inc   
))]]()(())()(([)[( BRARRBRARRBAU
DecDec
DecDecDec
Dec

)]]()()()([)[( BRRARRBRRARRBAU
Dec
Dec
Dec
DecDec
Dec
Dec
Dec

)]]()([[)]()([[ BRRBRRBARRARRAU
Dec
DecDec
DecDec
DecDec
Dec

)]()([)]()([[ BRRBRRBUARRARRAU
Dec
DecDec
DecDec
DecDec
Dec

).()( BNegANeg IncInc    
(2) )]]()([)[()( BARRBARRBAUBANeg
Dec
DecDec
Dec
Inc   
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))]]()(())()(([)[( BRARRBRARRBAU
DecDec
DecDecDec
Dec

)]]()()()([)[( BRRARRBRRARRBAU
Dec
Dec
Dec
DecDec
Dec
Dec
Dec

)]]()([[)]()([[ BRRBRRBARRARRAU
Dec
DecDec
DecDec
DecDec
Dec

)]]()([[)]()([[ BRRBRRBUARRARRAU
Dec
DecDec
DecDec
DecDec
Dec

).()( BNegANeg IncInc    
One can prove the case between parentheses.  
 
Proposition 3.19. Let   ,, RU  be a GOTAS and UBA , . Then 
(1) )()()( BNegANegBANeg IncIncInc    
( )()()( BNegANegBANeg DecDecDec   ). 
(2) )()()( BNegANegBANeg IncIncInc    
( )()()( BNegANegBANeg DecDecDec   ). 
Proof. 
(1) )](()[()( BARRRBAUBANeg Dec
Dec
DecInc   
)))]()((()[( BRARRRBAU DecDec
Dec
Dec 
))))](()((()[( BRRARRRBAU Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec   
))))](()(((()[( BRRRARRRBAU Dec
Dec
DecDec
Dec
Dec 
)))]((()))((([ BRRRBARRRAU Dec
Dec
DecDec
Dec
Dec 
).()( BNegANeg IncInc    
(2) ))](()[()( BARRRBAUBANeg Dec
Dec
DecInc   
)))]()((()[( BRARRRBAU DecDec
Dec
Dec 
)))]((()((()[( BRRRARRRBAU Dec
Dec
DecDec
Dec
Dec   
)))]((()))((([ BRRRBARRRAU Dec
Dec
DecDec
Dec
Dec   
)))((()((( BRRRBUARRRAU Dec
Dec
DecDec
Dec
Dec 
).()( BNegANeg IncInc    
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One can prove the case between parentheses. 
 
Proposition 3.20. Let   ,, RU  be a GOTAS and UA . Then 
))()()())(()()( AAASAAAS
DecDecDecIncIncInc
  . 
Proof. 
Let )(ASx Inc . Then ))(( ARRx Inc
Inc
 . Therefore ))(())(( ARRARRx
Inc
IncInc
Inc
 . 
Thus ))](())(([ ARRARRAx
Inc
IncInc
Inc
  and thus
 
)(Ax
Inc
 . 
Hence )()( AAS
IncInc
                          (1). 
Since )(ARx Inc , then )(ARx
Inc
 . Therefore ))(( ARRx
Inc
Inc . 
Thus )))((( ARRRx
Inc
Inc
Inc
 , and thus )))((( ARRRAx
Inc
Inc
Inc
 . Hence 
)(Ax
Inc
                       (2) 
From (1) and (2) we have,  
))()()( AAAS
IncIncInc
  . 
One can prove the case between parentheses. 
 
Proposition 3.21. Let   ,, RU  be a GOTAS and UA . Then 
))()()()(()()( ASAAASAA
DecDecDecIncIncInc
  . 
 
Proof. 
Let )(Ax
Inc
 . Then )))((( ARRRAx Inc
Inc
Inc . Therefore  
Ax  or )))((( ARRRx Inc
Inc
Inc . Thus Ax  or ))(( ARRx Inc
Inc
 . So 
Ax ))(( ARR Inc
Inc
 , and so Ax ))](())(([ ARRARR
Inc
IncInc
Inc
 . Thus 
)(Ax
Inc
 . Hence )()( AA
IncInc
  .                   (1) 
Since )(Ax
Inc
 , Ax  or ))(( ARRx
Inc
Inc , then Ax ))(( ARR
Inc
Inc . Therefore 
)(ASx
Inc
                    (2) 
From (1) and (2) we have, )()()( ASAA
IncIncInc
  . 
One can prove the case between parentheses. 
 
Definition 3.22. Let   ,, RU  be a GOTAS and A  is a non-empty finite subset of U . 
Then the increasing (decreasing) j accuracy of a finite non-empty subset A  of U  is given 
by: 
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)(
)(
)(
Aj
Aj
A
Inc
Inc
jInc  , },{ j . 
Proposition 3.23. Let   ,, RU  be a GOTAS and A  non-empty finite subset of U . 
Then we have ))()(()()( AAAA jDecjInc   , for all },{ j , where .
)(
)(
)(
AR
AR
A   
Proof. Omitted. 
 
Example 3.24. Let },,,,{ dcbaU  }},{},,{},{{/ dcbaaRU  , 
},,{,,{ baUR   }},,,{},{},,{ cdaadc  },,{},,{,,{ badcU
C
R   },,{ dcb }}{, b  and 
),,(),,{( bbaa ),,(),,(),,( baddcc ),,( db ),,(),,( cada )}.,( dc   
For },,{ caA   we have: 
}{)( aARDec  , },{))(( baARR Dec
Dec
 , UAR
Dec
)( , UARR
Dec
Dec ))(( . 
},{)( aAS Dec   ,)( UAS
Dec
  .},,,{)(  SIncSDec NegdcbAB  
 
,)( AUAA
Dec
  },,{)(,)( dbABUUAA Dec
Dec
    IncNeg . 
 
AUAA
Dec
)( , },,{)( cbaA
Dec
 , },{)( bAB Dec   }{dNeg Inc   
 
Proposition 3.25. Let   ,, RU  be a GOTAS and UA . Then we have 
)()()( ABABAB SIncIncInc    ))()()(( ABABAB SDecDecDec    
Proof. Omitted.  
 
Remark 3.26. ))()(()()( ABABABAB RDecDecRIncInc   . 
Remark 3.27. ))()(()()( ABABABAB RDecDecRIncInc   . 
 
Proposition 3.28. Let   ,, RU  be a GOTAS and A  be a non-empty finite subset of U . 
Then )()()( AAA IncIncInc     ( )()()( AAA DecDecDec    ). 
Proof. Omitted. 
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Proposition 3.28. Let   ,, RU  be a GOTAS and UA . Then 
))()(()()( AAAA
DecDecIncInc
   
Proof. Let ))](R())((R[ )( ARARAAx
Inc
IncInc
Inc
Inc
 . Then  
 Ax  and ))(R())((R ARARx
Inc
IncInc
Inc
 . Therefore 
 Ax  and [ ))((R ARx Inc
Inc
  or ))(R( ARx
Inc
Inc ]. Thus  Ax  and 
))(R( ARx
Inc
Inc  and thus  Ax  and ))(R((R ARx
Inc
Inc
Inc
 . Hence 
 Ax ))(R((R AR
Inc
Inc
Inc
 . Therefore )()( AA
IncInc
  . 
 
One can prove the case between parentheses. 
 
4. Conclusion 
 
Our results in this paper, became the results about of  ,   approximation in [2] in case 
of   is the equal relation. Also, The new approximation which we give became as 
Pawlaks approximation in case of   is the equal relation and R  is the equivalence 
relation. 
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